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Abstract

In this work we study the need of template protection to provide security and privacy in text-dependent pass-phrase voice authentication systems. For this purpose, we analyze the robustness of two state-of-the-art speaker verification systems against attacks performed using input data generated from a compromised voice template. This analysis shows that compromised templates can be used to gain unauthorized access to authentication systems, when these systems use the same speaker verification technology, background models and pass-phrase as the one from which the compromised template was stolen. However we also show that the compromised template may not be helpful to attack an authentication system which uses a speaker verification technology or pass-phrase different from those considered in the system the template was obtained from. This fact facilitates the fulfillment of the main requirements that a protected template should meet to guarantee user privacy: irreversibility and unlinkability.

Finally we propose a set of guidelines for the design of voice authentication systems that enable the preservation of user privacy and provide revocability measures in case a template is compromised.
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1. Introduction

Biometric authentication is progressively replacing traditional authentication methods. The universality, uniqueness and permanence of biometric characteristics of individuals make biometric authentication natural, user friendly and difficult to deceive. However, these advantages pose a difficult challenge in security and privacy. If a biometric template is compromised, revocability of the template can be limited or impossible, compared to traditional (knowledge or token based) authentication methods. As an example, in the case of fingerprint or iris recognition, revocability is limited since humans only have ten fingers and two eyes. Therefore, a compromised template is a much more serious security threat than a compromised password or secret cryptographic key. Moreover, since the compromised template represents an inherent and (almost) permanent biometric characteristic, it constitutes a threat for the user privacy as well. A typical example of privacy threat is cross-matching: a biometric template can be easily compromised in an authentication system with low security (e.g. gym access control) and used to access to a more critical application (e.g. bank accounts).

These security and privacy issues have motivated the research on template protection techniques in different fields of biometrics [1], [2], [3]. Recently, the ISO/IEC 24745:2011 standard [4] has been published to provide guidance for the protection of biometric information. This standard sets irreversibility and unlinkability as major requirements for protected biometric templates. Irreversibility refers to the impossibility to obtain the original biometric data from the protected template. Unlinkability refers to the possibility of generating different templates from the same biometric characteristic that cannot be used for cross-matching, enabling revocability of the biometric template.

Most of the previous research on template protection has been carried out for fingerprint [5] or iris biometrics [6], where revocability is very limited. Some techniques proposed in these fields include secure sketches [7], fuzzy commitment [8], [9], or cancelable biometrics [10], [11]. These techniques usually apply a non-invertible transformation $K$ to the original biometric data, so that the irreversibility and unlinkability requirements are met at the cost of accuracy degradation due to the biometric information loss in the transformation. If the template is compromised, the user can be enrolled again and the template can be protected using a different transformation $K'$. We could not find much published work on template protection for voice biometrics: in [12], random projections are proposed as cancelable biometric approach for speaker recognition, at the cost of certain accuracy loss. In [13], the authors extract binary templates that enable the use of fuzzy commitment schemes for template protection, originally designed for other forms of biometrics. They claim to obtain negligible accuracy loss while meeting the ISO/IEC 24745:2011 requirements. However it is arguable that binarization strategies would work correctly with state-of-the-art speaker recognition techniques.

In this work we analyze the need of template protection for text-dependent pass-phrase voice authentication systems. The motivation of this analysis is that, in our opinion, voice biometrics presents differences to other forms of biometrics. Particularly, we believe that, unlike iris or fingerprint biometrics, the speaker template obtained from a pass-phrase contains only a small amount of information of the physiological characteristic that it represents (i.e. vocal tract). This, combined to the fact that current speaker verification techniques use templates that hardly enable the reconstruction of the original user utterance, could be enough to ensure irreversibility and unlinkability (and thus revocability) in pass-phrase voice templates.

2. Experiment Protocol

In this study we analyze whether it is possible to use a stolen template to deceive a pass-phrase speaker verification system, in order to define the conditions under which template protection is needed in voice authentication systems. For this purpose, we consider two state-of-the-art speaker verification systems and we assume that a voice template from one of these systems has been compromised. The compromised template is then used to generate fraudulent input data to attack both systems.
2.1. Description of Speaker Verification Systems

We consider two approaches widely used in text-dependent speaker verification: a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [14], [15] and an i-vector [16] with PLDA back-end [17], [18] systems. Both share the same Front End configuration, using 20 MFCC + Δ + ΔΔ with feature warping [19]. The HMM system consists of a text-independent 128 component HMM-UBM that is adapted to the user enrollment data via MAP adaptation [20]. Thus, the speaker dependent HMM is adapted both to the speaker and the pass-phrase present in enrollment. The PLDA system uses a 256 component GMM-UBM and 300 total variability factors. The PLDA back-end uses a low rank Eigenvoice matrix (120 factors), and a full rank Eigencannel matrix. Both systems are trained using text-independent telephone data from the NIST SRE 2004 to 2006 [21].

2.2. Description of attacks using a compromised template

We assume that a voice template for certain user and pass-phrase has been compromised, and we use it to generate input data for an authentication system, to gain unauthorized access. Figure 1 summarizes the attack process. We consider two different types of compromised voice templates:

- Speaker and phrase dependent i-vector: the voice template for the i-vector PLDA system is the i-vector obtained from the enrollment audios.
- Speaker and phrase dependent HMM: the voice template for the HMM system is the HMM adapted to the enrollment audios.

If one of these templates is stolen, it is possible to generate the following fraudulent data:

- The i-vector: If the compromised template is an i-vector, it can be used directly as input data to attack the PLDA system. The HMM system cannot be attacked this way.
- MFCC features: We can use the compromised template to sample MFCC features from the speaker model. The sampled features can be used to attack both systems.
- Audio: Using voice conversion techniques, it is possible to generate fraudulent input audio to attack both systems.

We use all generated data to attack both systems under analysis (when possible), so that we analyze whether cross-matching is feasible using templates from different technologies. Note also that the compromised template is text-dependent, and it may be used to attack authentication systems that consider the same or a different phrase (depicted as phrases 1 and 2 in Figure 1).

2.3. Fraudulent data generation and injection

Below we describe the process to generate fraudulent input data from a compromised i-vector or HMM template. We also briefly comment the added difficulty of data injection, since some fraudulent data can be injected more easily than others.

2.3.1. i-vector generation and injection

The i-vector generation is straightforward and does not require any knowledge of the speaker verification system or its background models. However, its injection can be prevented securing the data transfer between the speaker verification modules of the voice authentication system, using encryption or integrity checking.

2.3.2. MFCC generation and injection

To generate features from an i-vector we obtain the speaker and phrase dependent GMM means from the UBM as follows [16]:

$$\mu_{SPK} = \mu_{UBM} + Tw$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\mu_{UBM}$ is the UBM supervector, obtained concatenating all the UBM component means, $\mu_{SPK}$ is the speaker and phrase dependent GMM supervector, $T$ is the total-variability matrix, and $w$ is the compromised i-vector. We use $\mu_{SPK}$ and the UBM weights and covariances to build the speaker GMM, and we sample the fraudulent MFCCs from this GMM. In order to generate features from the HMM template we directly sample the MFCCs from the HMM. Note that, in general, this attack requires certain knowledge of the system and the background models. Even the HMM template is likely to contain the adapted HMM parameters only (i.e. component means and state transition probabilities), and thus the HMM-UBM parameters are required to sample the MFCCs properly.

The MFCC injection can also be prevented securing the data exchange between the different system modules.

2.3.3. Audio generation and injection

Fraudulent audio is generated using voice conversion techniques [22]. As shown in Figure 2, the proposed approach takes an impostor utterance, a stolen template and a matching function. First, LPC analysis is applied to the impostor utterance that contains the target phrase (the phrase required by the authentication system). The LPCs are converted to Reflection Coefficients (RCs) to ensure stability in the audio reconstruction. The RCs are then optimized frame by frame using a hill climbing approach based on the Uphill-Simplex algorithm [23]. The hill climbing approach modifies the RCs iteratively maximizing a matching function that takes the compromised template as input. The matching functions considered are:

- Scoring: The RCs are modified iteratively to maximize the verification score obtained by comparing the con-
verted audio and the stolen template. Note that complete knowledge of the speaker verification system is required to implement this matching function, that can be used both with i-vector and HMM templates as input.

- i-vector distance: The RCs are modified iteratively to minimize the distance between the stolen i-vector and the i-vector obtained from the converted audio. Thus, certain knowledge of the system is required to extract the i-vector from the converted audio. This matching function can only be used with i-vector template as input.

Audio injection can be achieved simply replaying the generated audio. Moreover, audio capture modules are sometimes not controlled by the voice authentication system, so software/hardware audio injection is harder to prevent.

2.4. Evaluation dataset description

In this study, we use the evaluation subset from the first part (pass-phrase scenario) of the RSR2015 database [24]. We do not use the development nor the background data, so that the systems are identical for all the phrases. The subset considered includes 30 phrases: 15 phrases are used for evaluation, while the 15 remaining phrases are used to simulate the case of a compromised template with a pass-phrase different from the one requested by the system under attack.

The scenarios proposed for this analysis are realistic and general in the sense that we do not consider matched background or development data, usually limited or unavailable, to train or adapt the speaker verification systems under test. Another reason to avoid the use of pass-phrase adapted systems in this study is that they may be harder to deceive using templates from different phrases, and we want to study the worst case scenario. On the other hand, avoiding the use of background and development data reduces significantly the accuracy of the systems under test, compared to state-of-the-art systems already evaluated on this database [15], [25], [26]. In any case, we believe that the baseline accuracy is not relevant for our purpose and does not affect the conclusions obtained in this work.

2.5. Evaluation measures

To evaluate the vulnerability of the systems under test against the fraudulent biometric data generated from compromised templates in different conditions, we run the RSR2015 evaluation replacing the impostor audios with the fraudulent data. This enables us to compute the EER or the minimum of the Detection Cost Function (minDCF) as defined in the NIST SRE 2008 [21], and compare directly to the baseline, which considers other speakers uttering the required pass-phrase as impostors. Therefore, a degradation in EER and minDCF with respect to the baseline means that the compromised template is useful to attack the system: the fraudulent data generated is in general more competitive than the set of impostors in the database. On the other hand, an improvement in the accuracy means that the compromised template is not being helpful, since an impostor is in general more successful gaining unauthorized access than the fraudulent data generated. We do not consider cross-gender trials in this analysis.

3. Experimental results

Table 1 shows the EER and normalized minDCF (x100) obtained on the systems under test depending on the compromised template and the data generated from it. Results are presented for the cases of using a stolen template trained on the same phrase and on a different phrase from that required by the system to attack. We do not present results for the case of impostor speakers uttering a different phrase since it is not of interest in this study. Also, note that some attacks are not considered because they are not feasible (i.e. inject an i-vector into an HMM system).

Several interesting conclusions are extracted from the results in Table 1. First we observe that a compromised template that matches the phrase and the system under attack can be easily used to gain unauthorized access to the authentication system. The EER and normalized minDCF in these cases are close to 50% and 1 respectively, both for PLDA and HMM systems.

Another interesting conclusion is that speaker verification systems based on subspace methods for inter-speaker variability modeling may be more vulnerable to attacks using compromised templates of a different phrase than MAP/HMM based systems. Subspace and Factor Analysis [27] techniques enable adaptation on short utterances and the prediction of the speaker dependent feature distribution on regions of the space that are not seen during enrollment. Thus, they are probably more vulnerable to attacks using templates from different phrases than MAP based techniques. In addition, the information of the sequential structure of the data (phrase) that the HMM system captures is useful to prevent cross-phrase attacks.

Finally, note that none of the systems under analysis is vulnerable to attacks using a compromised template obtained from the other system, even if both the compromised and the attacked templates model the same phrase. This behavior is very interesting, since it shows that the information captured in the template strongly depends on the system, and this makes difficult to obtain useful biometric data from a compromised template.

The score mean and standard deviation depending on the nature of the input data for the PLDA and HMM systems are represented in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. These figures enable us to compare the score distributions in each case.
Gaussian distribution assumption), confirming the conclusions previously enumerated. It is interesting to analyze the particular case of attacking an HMM system with audio generated from a HMM template with a different phrase. In Table 1, we observe that the EER for this case is worse than for the baseline, but the minDCF is not. In Figure 4 we can see that the scores obtained for this type of attack are in average less competitive than impostor scores, but the former show a relatively small standard deviation. This may cause a degradation in the accuracy of the system for high false alarm operating points, but an improvement for the low false alarm operating points, where the critical authentication applications usually operate.

4. Discussion: Security and Privacy

A compromised template represents a security and/or privacy threat for the user by itself, regardless of the data or service an unauthorized user can access using the template. The threat a compromised template involves depends on the scenario where the template is useful to deceive an authentication system. Table 2 shows the threat associated to each scenario.

Note that a compromised template constitutes a privacy threat only if it can be used to access other system and/or a system using other phrase. In fact, a voice template fulfills the irreversibility and unlinkability requirements if it can not be used to generate biometric data to attack a different system. Likewise, the template fulfills the unlinkability requirement if it cannot be used to attack a system with a different phrase.

Taking into account Table 2 and the results presented in Section 3, we can conclude that it would be possible to design a pass-phrase voice authentication system, without any template protection technique, following a set of guidelines:

- Using different speaker verification systems for different security levels or applications.
- Using different phrases for different security levels or applications. This implies also avoiding the use of phrases based on limited lexicon, and avoiding letting the user select his phrase, since the user may reuse the same or similar phrases in different applications.
- Providing change of phrase as revocability measure.
- Avoiding the use of subspace based speaker verification.
- Using software obfuscation techniques and protect/encrypt the background models, so that the attacker will not have enough knowledge of the system.

5. Conclusions

In this work we have analyzed the conditions under which an attacker that makes use of a compromised voice template to generate input data for an authentication system would gain unauthorized access. We have considered two state-of-the-art speaker verification systems: PLDA and HMM, in order to obtain the compromised templates and also as authentication systems to attack. We have analyzed the robustness of these systems when different input data (audio, features or the template itself, when possible) is generated from the compromised template, considering same and cross-phrase situations and also the cases where the template is obtained from the same system to attack or from another system.

As general conclusion, we have observed that state-of-the-art pass-phrase voice authentication systems make use of templates that meet the irreversibility and unlinkability requirement up to a certain degree. A set of guidelines have been proposed so that the user privacy is preserved when his template is compromised, with no need of template protection. Additionally, these guidelines provide phrase modification as a revocability procedure.

Finally, note that this analysis focuses on pass-phrase authentication systems. Further research is needed to extend these conclusions to text-independent or other voice biometrics applications.
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